
Week 4 The Domain  

188 people enjoyed Peter Shaw’s well-devised courses at the Domain. The event was enlivened by a 

few visiting elite orienteers out for a training run ahead of the National Orienteering League events 

held at Pittwater last weekend. 

Week 5 Waterworks Reserve 

This week we will be at the lovely Waterworks Reserve, starting from between the dams. You know 

what to expect – gorgeous views, climbs, rocks, sticks, and that dam run again! Courses have been 

planned by first-time course-setter Charles Dragar, who knows how much the Long course runners 

love a climb  

A reminder that we now have thumb compasses for hire ($4/week) or purchase ($50). Compasses 

will become more useful as we get to the maps with more bush. Friendly Czech orienteer Michal will 

be happy to give you a quick lesson in how best to use them, so ask now because Michal leaves us 

after this event. Thanks for all your help, Michal. 

Results 

Lots of ways to relive the event: the overall summary results on the Eventor page for the event, the 

Winsplits results (click on 'Tasmania Results in Winsplits' at the top of the Results page), the Livelox 

routes (tracking of some competitors’ routes), and the cumulative series scores.  

The Women’s Long results were a repeat of last week with visiting German orienteering elite 

competitor Susen Lusch ahead of  Zoe Dowling and Cathy McComb.  Times were close at the top in 

Men’s Long, with visitors  Matt Patten (Launceston) and Michal Hubacek (Czech Republic) just edging 

out locals Allan Hood and Jemery Day.  Sue Hancock again won Women’s Medium, this week in 

decisive fashion over Jacinta Mackay and Kate Lucas.  Ian Rathbone took out the win in a depleted 

Men’s Medium field, with the injured Mike Calder second and Andrew Koerbin third. Anthony Stoner 

and Andrea Schiwy were the winners in the Short. 

In the series cumulative points, Liz Canning is still a clear winner in Women’s Long, ahead of Cathy 

McComb and Jenny Sheridan. Allan Hood is leading Men’s Long, with Matthew Cohen, James Sugden 

and Mark West not too far behind. Kate Lucas is still in the lead in Women’s Medium, ahead of Jan 

Hardy and Lynley Hocking. Ian Rathbone is now ahead of Steve Watson in Men’s Medium, with Bert 

Elson in third. Melinda Walters and Dean Jones are well ahead in the Short. 

In the cumulative Twilight Point scores Peter Cusick, Janet Bush, Jan Hardy, Paul Enkelaar and Liz 

Canning are all tied for first place. 

 

 

 


